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We have built a high-accuracy wavelength meter for tunable lasers using a scanning Michelson
interferometer and a reference laser of known wavelength. The reference laser is a
frequency-stabilized diode laser locked to an atomic transition in Rb. The wavemeter has a statistical
error per measurement of 5 parts in 107, which can be reduced considerably by averaging. Using a
second stabilized diode laser, we have verified that systematic errors are below 4 parts in 108.
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The use of diode lasers has become very common in
fields of optics and atomic physics.1 The principal advan-
tages of these lasers lie in their low cost, narrow spec
width, tunability over several nm, efficient power consum
tion, reliability, and ease of operation. Single-transver
mode laser diodes are available over most of the n
infrared spectrum from 600–2000 nm. Furthermore,
placing the diode in an external cavity and using opti
feedback from an angle-tuned grating, they can be mad
operate at single frequency~single longitudinal mode! with
linewidths of order 1 MHz.2,3 Such frequency-stabilized di
ode lasers have increased the access of researchers to e
ments which have previously required expensive ring-ca
dye or Ti–sapphire lasers. In particular, the field of la
cooling has blossomed in the past decade as several a
atoms and alkali-like ions have cooling transitions in t
infrared which are accessible with diode lasers.4 However, to
use lasers in these applications effectively it is importan
know their absolute wavelength accurately. In many ca
this is achieved by locking the laser to a known atomic
molecular transition in a vapor cell. But this may not alwa
be possible, especially when working with short-lived rad
active species or trapped ions. One solution is tomeasurethe
wavelength of the laser precisely by beating its freque
against that of a reference laser in a scanning optical in
ferometer.

In this letter, we present a design for such a waveme
in which the reference laser is a frequency-stabilized di
laser locked to an atomic transition. This gives the refere
laser the desired frequency stability of 1 MHz and the
quired wavelength calibration for absolute measureme
While expensive commercial wavemeters that use a st
lized He–Ne laser as the reference are available,
wavemeter is built in-house around a low-cost laser dio
and the entire instrument has a component cost of less
$1500. To characterize the accuracy of the instrument,
have measured the wavelength of a second stabilized d
laser system. The results indicate an accuracy of 531027

with a 25 cm scan distance, and that systematic errors
below 431028.

The wavemeter, shown schematically in Fig. 1, is ba
on a design first reported by Hall and Lee.5 The basic idea is
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to obtain the wavelength of an unknown laser in terms of
wavelength of the reference laser using a scanning Mic
son interferometer where both lasers traverse essentially
same path. As the interferometer is scanned, the interfere
pattern on the detectors goes alternately through bright
dark fringes. Since both lasers traverse the same path
ratio of the number of fringes counted after scanning throu
a certain distance is the ratio of the two wavelengths. T
ratio obtained is a wavelength ratio in air, however, t
wavelength ratio in vacuum~or equivalent frequency ratio! is
easily calculated by making a small correction for the disp
sion of air6 between the two wavelengths. Thus, if the abs
lute wavelength of the reference laser is known, the wa
length of the unknown laser can be determined.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the wavemeter. The wavemeter is a scanning Mic
son interferometer consisting of a beamsplitter~BS!, two end mirrors~M!,
and two retroreflectors~R!. The retroreflectors are mounted back to back
a movable cart. The inset on the bottom left shows the assembly of
reference diode laser with collimating lens and piezomounted grating.
inset on the right is a Doppler-free saturated-absorption spectrum in85Rb as
the laser is scanned across hyperfine transitions starting from theF53 level.
The laser is locked to the~3, 4! crossover peak corresponding to a frequen
of 3.842 295 831014 Hz.
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The interferometer consists of a beamsplitter, two e
mirrors, and two retroreflectors mounted back to back o
movable cart. The retroreflectors, made of three mutu
orthogonal mirrors, ensure that the return beams are
placed from the input beams and do not feed back into
laser. The movable cart is a brass block riding on a pres
ized air bearing, which allows it to slide freely over a di
tance of about 100 cm. The push–pull design of the inter
ometer, with the two retroreflectors mounted back to ba
has the advantage that the interference pattern goes throu
complete fringe cycle for everyl/4 displacement of the cart
a factor of 2 improvement over designs where only one a
of the interferometer is scanned. The interferometer produ
two output beams; of these the one on the opposite sid
the beamsplitter from the input beam has near-perfect c
trast ~.90%, in our case! because it is a combination o
beams each of which is once reflected and once transm
through the beamsplitter.7 This beam is detected for both th
reference laser and the unknown laser by SiPIN photodiodes
and the two signals fed into a frequency counter. The cou
has a ratio function and directly displays the ratio of the t
inputs with user-settable integration times of up to 10 s.

The diode laser system used as the reference las
built around a commercial single-mode laser diode~Mitsub-
ishi ML60125R-01! with a nominal operating wavelength o
785 nm and cw output power of 30 mW. The light is col
mated using a 4.5 mm, 0.55 NA aspheric lens. The lase
frequency stabilized in a standard external cavity design~Lit-
trow configuration!2 using optical feedback from an 180
lines/mm diffraction grating mounted on a piezoelect
transducer~see the inset of Fig. 1!. Using a combination of
temperature and current control, the diode is tuned clos
the 780 nmD2 line in atomic Rb~5S1/2↔5P3/2 transition!. A
part of the output beam is tapped for Doppler-free satura
absorption spectroscopy in a Rb vapor cell.2 The various
hyperfine transitions in the two common isotopes of
~85Rb and87Rb! are clearly resolved, as shown in the inset
Fig. 1. The linewidth of the hyperfine peaks is 15–20 MH
this is somewhat larger than the 6.1 MHz natural linewid
and is primarily limited by power broadening due to t
pump beam.8 The injection current into the laser diode
modulated slightly to obtain an error signal and the lase
locked to theF85(3,4) crossover resonance in85Rb, i.e., 60
MHz below theF53↔F854 transition. From the Rb en
ergy level tables9 and measured hyperfine shifts,10 this cor-
responds to a frequency of 3.842 295 831014Hz. The ellip-
tic laser beam (5.8 mm31.8 mm 1/e2 diam) is directly fed
into the interferometer. The large Rayleigh ranges~;34 and
;3 m, respectively! ensure that the beam remains collimat
over the length of the interferometer.

To characterize the wavemeter, we have measured
wavelength of a second identical diode laser system
which was locked to a different hyperfine transition in85Rb.
The measurement serves two purposes: first, the scatter i
data gives an estimate of the statistical error associated
our instrument since both the reference laser and the
known laser are stabilized to linewidths below 1 MHz~about
3 parts in 109), and second, the data tell us if there are a
systematic errors associated with our instrument because
difference between the two laser frequencies is alre
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known very precisely.10 The measurements were done wi
the second laser locked to a hyperfine transition in85Rb that
was 2944 MHz higher than the frequency of the referen
laser. This implies that the measured ratio should
1.000 007 66. The actual values obtained are shown in Fi
as a histogram plot. The data have a fairly good Gauss
distribution and the fit yields a mean value
1.000 007 63~4! and a spread of 5.331027.

Statistical errors in the measured data arise mainly
cause the frequency counter only detects zero crossings
does not count fractional fringes. The total number of fring
counted depends on the fringe rate~or cart speed! coupled
with the 10 s integration time. Currently, our photodio
electronics limits the cart speed so that we can use o
about 25 cm of cart travel per measurement. This result
the single-shot statistical error of 5 parts in 107 in the data.11

However, the mean value has an error of only 431028 since
it is an average of more than 100 individual measureme
With some improvements in the counting electronics,
should be possible to use 50–100 cm of cart travel for e
measurement and thereby reduce the statistical error
measurement below 131027. Resolution enhancement i
also possible by phase locking to the fringe signal, as
scribed in Ref. 5. This allows fractional fringes to be count
accurately and the statistical error to be reduced for the s
cart travel. Finally, data contamination can occur if part
fringes are counted when the cart turns around at the en
its travel. We, therefore, take data only when the cart is tr
eling in one direction.

It is important to eliminate all sources of systematic e
ror when aiming for such high accuracy. The chief cause
systematic error is nonparallelism of the two beams in
interferometer. Any misalignment would cause an increas
the measured ratio given by 1/cosu, whereu is the angle
between the beams. We have tried to minimize this error
using the unused output beam of the reference laser~the one
on the same side of the beamsplitter as the input beam! as a
tracer for aligning the unknown laser beam, and checking
parallelism over a distance of about 2 m.12 The consistency
of the mean value of 1.000 007 63~3! with the expected value
~1.000 007 66! shows that this method works quite well fo

FIG. 2. Histogram of measured ratios. The graph is a histogram of the ra
measured with the second laser locked to a hyperfine transition of85Rb that
is 2944 MHz away from the reference laser. The solid line is a Gaussia
to the histogram, which yields a mean value of 1.000 007 63~4! and a spread
of 5.331027. The mean corresponds to a frequency difference of 2932~16!
MHz, showing that any systematic errors are below 16 MHz.
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accuracies up to 431028. We have also found it useful to
check for parallelism by looking for a minimum in the me
sured ratio as the angle of the unknown beam is varied. T
works because the measured value is always larger than
correct value, whetheru is positive or negative, and become
minimum whenu50.

In conclusion, we have built a high-accuracy waveme
using a scanning Michelson interferometer and a refere
diode laser. The frequency-stabilized diode laser is locke
an atomic transition in Rb for absolute calibration. Using
second stabilized diode laser, we have shown that the st
tical error in each measurement is 5 parts in 107, and the
systematic error is less than 4 parts in 108. We have recently
used this wavemeter to measure the wavelength of a d
laser tuned to the 795 nmD1 line in Rb ~5S1/2↔5P1/2

transition!,13 which yields a precise value for the fine
structure interval in the 5P state of Rb. The precision ob
tained is an order of magnitude better than published valu9

and demonstrates the power of the instrument for precis
spectroscopy experiments. Hyperfine splittings, which are
order GHz, are more accessible to techniques such as m
wave resonance or heterodyne measurements.14 On the other
hand, fine-structure splittings are of order THz and our te
nique is uniquely suited for precise measurements in
range of frequency differences.
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